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Next-Gen DDoS Uptime Management Platform 
 

NexQloud is the world’s most innovative DDoS mitigation and uptime management 
platform. Powered by the industry’s first Human Identification engine, NexQloud 
offers fully automated website protection with no software or hardware changes 
required. In addition to comprehensive volumetric and application-layer DDoS 
mitigation, NexQloud champions the “Identifying the Human” approach, effectively 
addressing critical flaws in traditional mitigation systems. NexQloud ensures uptime 
and optimizes website performance through improved SEO rankings, faster 
response time and lower latency. 
 
Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine 
 

CEOCFO: Mr. Kasman, what is the concept at NexQloud? 
Mr. Kasman: NexQloud is a next-gen DDoS management platform focused on 
uptime management. By focusing on humans, we guarantee that our customers’ 
business will always stay online regardless of bot activity or attacks.  
 
Our methodology is: Deny Non-Human, Eject Bad-Human and Manage Good-
Human. Powered by the proprietary human identification and management engine 
code-named “Qlo,” NexQloud is able to distinguish humans from zombies quickly 
and accurately. It also determines the intents of human users and denies potential 

troublemakers. Furthermore, if the system is ever overwhelmed by an unexpected amount of good human users, Qlo’s 
flash crowd management technology make sure that queuing remains reliable and availability guaranteed. 
 
CEOCFO: How are you able to do that and what do you understand that perhaps other companies do not? 
Mr. Kasman: What sets us apart from other cloud platforms is that we address the human piece of the equation, which 
has largely been ignored. We invented Qlo to minimize false positives and negatives in DDoS mitigation. Business uptime 
will be increased as a result. In terms of competitors, it is currently a mixed environment with most vendors providing a 
single-vector solution: security, performance or visualization. At NexQloud, we provide end-to-end solutions that help our 
customers achieve true business uptime. 
 
CEOCFO: Where are you in making the product available and are you still in development? 
Mr. Kasman: We are now in the Prerelease stage. Our technology is ready and currently helps many customers protect 
their websites from DDoS and web threats for free. During the Prerelease stage, we are gathering feedback from our 
customers to enhance the features. Our General Availability (GA) launch is aimed at the end of the March 2014. 
 
CEOCFO: What types of companies or people are trying your product now, such as industries or professions? 
Mr. Kasman: We have around 1,000+ customers involved in our Prerelease program since November. There are three 
major groups. First is the Finance sector, which mostly comes from virtual currency services (Bitcoin) and Bullions. The 
second is e-commerce sector, with the majority of them concerned with SSL security and protection. The third one is from 
the online gaming sector; this industry requires both security and performance due to the low-latency requirement of their 
applications. 
 

CEOCFO: What have you learned from the people that are trying it or any trends that you notice or is it too early? 
Mr. Kasman: We’ve observed an increasing trend of DDoS attack targeting small & medium enterprises. They are not 
large attacks in term of size (<1Gbps) but they are complex application attacks from HTTP GET/POST flood, Slow HTTP 
attacks (Slowloris, SlowRead/Post) to SSL attacks. We also receive a lot of requests to enable website protection with 
SSL (HTTPS) and continue to see increasing numbers of SSL attacks. Another trend is the increasing attacks towards 
APIs, which are mainly used by Mobile platform/Applications. 
 

CEOCFO: When you start the full rollout what it is the strategy and how will you reach potential customers? Will 
you be going to tradeshows? 
Mr. Kasman: For the GA launch, we will offer three types of plans. Starting with the Free Trial plan, which offers limited 
protection to our customers. Customers can use this plan to evaluate our service and do compatibility testing. 2nd one is 
called the Token (PayAsYouGo) plan; each token can be used to mitigate certain attack sizes and customer can combine 
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multiple tokens to mitigate larger attacks. The final plan is Member plan, which is a premium plan, where we offer 
unlimited protection for the month. 
 
To reach our potential customer, we took several approaches. We’ve used direct sales via social media and email 
campaigns, indirect sales by working with partners and channels. We plan to attend Security Conferences such as Black 
Hat and introduce our service in the summer. 
 
CEOCFO: Have people been looking for better protection and do you find most people are not satisfied with what 
is available today? 
Mr. Kasman: If you look back to the past three to five years, we see that people everywhere around the world are looking 
for comprehensive and sophisticated solutions to solve this DDoS problem. The solutions range from Firewalls, IPS to 
Anti-DDoS Appliances. However, most customers are not satisfied with them.  
 
The key issues are: lack of security personnel, high Infrastructure costs and inadequate technology to cover end-to-end 
threats (from L3 to L7 attacks).  
 
We think our platform will become the de-facto standard. 
 
CEOCFO: How quick is someone able to set up your system and what is involved with implementing? 
Mr. Kasman: Typically it take less than five minutes to set up the website for protection. 

 
CEOCFO: So, it is very simple to use! 
Mr. Kasman: Yes, it is extremely simple to use! A customer only has to go to our portal and sign up for an account. Once 
they’ve logged in, it takes 3 steps: Add the Website, Change DNS and Wait for the DNS update. Once traffic is routed to 
our platform, the customer’s website is under NexQloud’s protection. 
 
CEOCFO: Are you funded to rollout the way you would like and to do all the commercialization or will you be 
looking for partners or additional funding? 
Mr. Kasman: We managed to build this technology in 2013 and we plan to expand our service by deploying more POPs 
around the world. To achieve this, we are looking for partners and additional funding.  
 
CEOCFO: Why pay attention to NexQloud now? 
Mr. Kasman: We are in the Internet business. Many competitors and vendors claim to offer similar services as what we 
can do now. However, if you look at the marketplace you would see that there are not many companies that are able to 
develop this kind of technology. When you compare with ten years ago, people started to deploy technologies such as 
firewall, IPS. Many of these companies have been so successful and they are either file for an IPO or are acquired by 
someone else.  
 
Today, you see more and more companies move their businesses to the cloud. Cloud Security Platforms will become a 
standard for people to do business, similar to on-premise devices like firewall and IPS, etc. This cycle always repeats 
itself… and NexQloud is at the leading edge of this transition. 

 
BIO: As Chief Executive Officer at NexQloud, Juniman Kasman brings more than a decade of experience in Information 
Security to the revolutionary cloud platform. In his current role, Juniman combines his expertise in cyber security and 
cloud systems to pave way for NexQloud to be the de-facto standard for cloud security. Prior to his role at NexQloud, 
Juniman has been involved in network security and information technology at leading telecommunications companies and 
security startups. He holds a Masters’ Degree in Management Information Systems and a Bachelor’s in Computer System 
Engineering. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  
  

 

NexQloud 
900 E Hamilton Ave  

Campbell, California 95008-0664 
www.NexQloud.com 

“What sets us apart from other cloud platforms is that we address the human piece of the 
equation, which has largely been ignored.” - Juniman Kasman 


